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Discover the paranormal legacy of one of America's most celebrated historical sites. Based on

scores of investigations conducted at the battlefield, Ghost Soldiers of Gettysburg presents a wealth

of fascinating Civil War history and compelling, first-hand encounters with ghost soldiers.

Meticulously researched and respectful, this book reveals the mysteries of the spirit world while

bringing the stories of this notorious battle to life. Follow investigators who listen to the testimonies

of soldiers before helping them cross to the other side. Experience personal and thrilling stories,

such as the fallen soldier who allows a present-day tourist a glimpse into his last moments on earth.

These true encounters, and many more, are found within this amazing collection of the trials and

triumphs at the Battle of Gettysburg. Includes thirty-five photos! Praise:"[This book] is not only the

definitive guide to Gettysburg hauntings, but a priceless overview of phantasmal research in general

. . . 5 out of 5 stars!"Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Joshua P. Warren, author of How to Hunt Ghosts
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Patrick Burke has been a paranormal investigator for 40 years. He has written and been featured in

countless articles and interviews in print publications and on broadcasts, including in The

Washington Post, Ghost Magazine, Southern Maryland: This Is Living,Ã‚Â Speaking of Strange,

and The Micheal Medved Show. His extensive historical knowledge and expertise have led him to

be invited as a guest speaker at numerous paranormal workshops and conventions, including BOOt

Camp, Horror Find, West Virginia Ghost Expose, Washington College, and the George Mason



University Book Fair. Additionally, he has been featured as a guest expert on several television

shows including AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Book of Secrets: Monuments on H2, and Haunted House for

Sale on DIY. PatrickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first book, A Guide to Battlefield Ghost Hunting, is considered a

definitive hands-on manual. Ã‚Â One of Jack Roth's first investigative forays occurred in New

Orleans, La., in 1997, when he wrote and co-produced a TV demo titled Hauntings: A Journey Into

the Unknown. From 2001 to 2007 Ã¢â‚¬â€¢ in an effort to document witness testimony Ã¢â‚¬â€¢

Jack coordinated and led hands-on weekend excursions during which he took guests to various

haunted destinations across the United States. Jack appeared as a principle investigator in Ghost

Detectives, a one-hour TV special produced in 2001 that continues to air on the Discovery Channel.

In 2007, he was interviewed for the Gettysburg-based documentary titled The Other Side: Giving Up

the Ghost. Most recently, he has participated as an on-camera paranormal investigator in several

TV demos for the Emmy Award-winning production company Lightworks-KPI Productions. The

companyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s latest effort, Haunted House for Sale, was greenlighted and aired on the DIY

Network.~

From this book's title I expected mostly eyewitness accounts of "ghost soldiers" & paranormal

Gettysburg happenings, so I was dismayed to find the book heavily weighted towards the history of

the different battle locations. Very few ghost tales, EVP results, etc. Sparse on the paranormal,

heavy on history.

Great book and just recently published this year. Very interesting and intriquing, with many stories

and things to know. I am totally enchanted with Gettysburg, having gone there when I was a small

child on a charter bus my Dad was driving. I would recommend this book, as it describes many sites

that I will now visit that I hadn't before. Of course with a battlefield this large you are going to miss

things, but with hints of paranormal activity as described only makes it that much more appealing to

go back and check it out. Good subject matter, low price, and quick delivery by this vendor. Thank

you.

This book was very disappointing. It's a hodge podge of experiences and ghost hunting instructions,

neither of which are very well described. The authors "switch off" writing chapters, and then there

are some chapters with no author listed, so it's uneven and patchy. I was especially surprised that

the authors were able to make this subject sound about as dull as humanly possible.Instead of this

book I suggest you get Civil War Ghost Stories and Legends, by Nancy Roberts and Ghosts and



Haunts of the Civil War: Authentic Accounts of the Strange and Unexplained, by Christopher K.

Coleman. Both are available on , and between them they contain more material, and cover some of

the same stories (but do it better) than the Burke and Roth book.

I'm not really into ghost stories but bought this book because, being from Virginia, I've always been

interested in the Civil War. When I started reading, I quickly realized that this was different than any

other book I've read on haunted historic places. The authors do a great job of combining historic

details of the battle with first-hand accounts of the ghost stories associated with them. I especially

loved the interviews and references to experts in the areas of quantum physics, parapsychology

and paranormal research. I highly recommend this book to anyone who is interested in history,

historic places, the Civil War, ghost stories and who might be looking for a well written non-fiction

book to read.

I enjoy Civil War history but can't remember all the sites of battle and that can put me off of a lot of

books . This book isn't quite like that since it's basically Gettysburg only but the paranormal activity

that it speaks of kept my interest. After not reading much history in years this was a pleasant

surprise. Very much enjoyed it !

Just as they described. Would buy from in future

I felt like the investigators were very truthful and treated other researchers and the ghosts with

respect and kindness. The scientific information really tied the book together.

Wonderful book.If you're into ghost hunting,this book is like ghost hunting 101.The methods

described within I will probably try next time I go to Gettysburg.
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